
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents 

 

It has been an interesting week as we have welcomed some of our 

essential workers back onto our campus to assist in our rigorous 

preparations for the phasing in of the return of staff and our pupils. This 

has given us the opportunity to test some of our protocols, most 

especially screening at an entry point, the wearing of PPEs and social-

distancing throughout the working day, including tea and lunch 

breaks.  

I have been so gratified to note the commitment and willingness by 

these workers, to be part of the team which will be ensuring the 

physical safety of our pupils, when they return. I took a number of 

“before” pictures of our campus, which was unkempt and overgrown, 

so that we shall always have the reminder of the value and importance 

of the role of our essential workers in ensuring the beauty and tranquility 

of our campus and in the smooth-running of our school. 

The past week seems to have been punctuated by lack of clarity 

which has resulted in the raising of levels of confusion and uncertainty, 

and while we grapple with our COVID-19 pandemic and its myriad 

impacts on so many levels, we are also faced with another pandemic, 

no less invasive and deadly – the pandemic of mounting fear and 

anxiety. 
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‘We may have no control 

over the circumstances in 

which we find ourselves at 

any given time, but we 

always have choices.  

We have complete control 

over the manner in which 

we choose to respond in all 

situations we face.’ 

I know that there will be many parents who are fearful of the return of their children to school. From a 

psychological perspective, the longer we stay in Lockdown, and the longer we remain isolated, the more fearful 

we shall become of having to venture out of what we perceive as our “safe havens.” While I cannot make 

decisions for anyone, I would urge parents to reflect deeply on what being in isolation is doing to our children 

and to weigh this against the very calculated risk of opening those doors and permitting our pupils to return, 

when we are permitted to welcome them back. 

 

I can give you every assurance that we have been, and are, working tirelessly, to ensure that every conceivable 

safety measure is in place and that all our protocols are in place to ensure the physical safety and wellbeing of 

our pupils and our staff. 

 

And - enabling them to venture from their homes to once more 

experience their school environment will be the much-needed lift in 

spirits they are yearning for after 6 weeks of being separated from their 

friends and teachers. The Lockdown, essential as it has been to slow the 

spread and to flatten the curve, has taken its toll on all of us, and most 

especially our children, who are not yet able to fully understand the 

necessity for the enormous changes which have been imposed upon 

them. We need to try to give them a sense of stability, to get them back 

to the important function of teaching and learning in real-time, and we 

also need to be there for them, to provide those opportunities to interact 

and to do physical exercise and other activities, within the parameters of 

the required social-distancing. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we are permitted to open the doors once more to welcome our children, I would like to invite you, to 

urge you and to appeal to you, to seize the opportunity to give your children the gift of going back to school. 

As we are aware, there will be extenuating circumstances where some children will not be able to return to 

school, and for this reason we shall be continuing with online teaching alongside face-to-face teaching for as 

long as this is required. 

 

I had a staff meeting with the full staff today, where I explained the need to continue to provide learning 

material, and to teach, on two platforms – obviously requiring even longer hours and added commitment from 

our teachers – and I was once more so gratified to note the willingness and the generosity, as all have 

committed to helping one another and to working as part of our team to be there for our children and their 

families. 

 

The pandemic has hit all of us and it would be unfair and incorrect to say that its effect is the same for all. 

Anyone who says that life is just or fair, is not delving deeper than the surface of any situation. But, the learnings 

from this situation are endless and I have been humbled on many occasions by the simple acts of kindness that I 

have witnessed in our community.  And I have been moved to admiration and respect for so many – and I may 

be one of the few who know of the personal circumstances of these individuals – who grapple with such 

emotional difficulties - the severe illness of a family member, loss of income seriously impacting on the family, 

inability to attend funerals, separation from loved family members, a fiancé - but who remain positive, cheerful 

and committed, and who still make every effort to spread joy and to bring kindness to others. We learn so much 

about each other through adversity. 

 

I share with you what I explained to our children at our Assembly last week: 

 

We may have no control over the circumstances in which we find ourselves at any given time, but we always 

have choices.  

We have complete control over the manner in which we choose to respond in all situations we face.  

 

May we exercise our freedom of choice wisely and in this may we continue to be role-models for our children as 

we live out our commitment to honouring: 

 

“I have come so that you will have life and have it to the full.” Jn:10:10 

I wish you all a peaceful 
weekend doing something 
memorable with your children. 


